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The Cyberpunk Red paint sets are the result of the 
collaboration between Monster Fight Club and Vallejo. 
Cyberpunk Red is the new edition of Cyberpunk, the 
original tabletop roleplaying game of the Dark Future 
created by Mike Pondsmith and published by R. 
Talsorian Games.

Ángel Giráldez has selected the colors and developed 
detailed step-by-step guides for painting the exclusive 
miniatures included in the sets. The painting guides are 
available not only as a combination of text and images 
in the leaflets included in the packs, but also as high-
quality videos which can only be accessed by scanning 
the QR codes available in the sets.

Cyberpunk Red is the original roleplaying game of the 
Dark Future, the Time of the Red; a world of corporate 
assassins, heavy-metal heroes and brain burning 
cyberhackers, packed with cutting edge technology and 
intense urban action. Here, Megacorps have ravaged 
civilization and you do what you must to survive. Are 
you ready to plug in and fight?

CYBERPUNK by Vallejo

Combat
Zone

Exclusive “NEMO” mini

LAWMEN
Exclusive

“SGT. SuoU” mini

SOLO
Exclusive “Jonathan 

‘Warlock’ Powers” mini

Trauma 
Team
Exclusive

“Doc Salvage” mini

Art. 72.307

Combat Zone by Cyberpunk Red
Exclusive “Nemo” mini
The Combat Zone paint set contains an exclusive miniature of “Nemo” and a 
dedicated step-by-step painting guide by Ángel Giráldez. 

Every city has a Combat Zone: a lawless district where only the desperate 
live - and few thrive. The Zone crawls with Boostergangs, the cybered, violent 
detritus of society. Ruling the lawless Combat Zones of Night City, Boosters are 
part of the darkness that seeps out of the cracks left by Corporate control to 
wage war across a post-war landscape.

 70.820 Off-White  72.149 Heavy Khaki

 72.004 Elf Skin Tone  72.102 Steel Grey

 70.735 Fluorescent Magenta  72.015 Hexen Lichen

 70.829 Amaranth Red  72.051 Black

Contains: 8 x 17 ml / 0.57 fl oz + Monster Fight Club miniature

Exclusive licensed miniature 
from Monster Fight Club: 
Booster “Nemo”.
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Art. 72.309

Solo by Cyberpunk Red
Exclusive “Jonathan ‘Warlock’
Powers” mini
The Solo paint set contains an exclusive miniature of “Jonathan ‘Warlock’ 
Powers” and a dedicated step-by-step painting guide by Ángel Giráldez.

Whether flesh or steel, a Solo is born with a gun in their hand. Solos represent 
elite fighting machines, familiar with all manner of weapons and lethal 
cyberware. Whether providing security for a Corporate black op or going Ronin 
to ply your trade on the open market, Solos are rightfully feared.

 72.101 Off-White  70.921 English Uniform

 70.845 Sunny Skin Tone  72.044 Dark Flesh Tone

 70.804 Beige Red  72.024 Turquoise

 70.733 Fluorescent Orange  72.051 Black

Art. 72.308

Lawmen by Cyberpunk Red
Exclusive “Sgt. Suou” mini
The Lawmen paint set contains an exclusive miniature of “Sgt. Suou” 
and a dedicated step-by-step painting guide by Ángel Giráldez.

Wearing a badge in Night City means taking a stand against chaos to keep 
the streets safe. Even with flying AFVs, armored response teams, and enough 
firepower to douse a city block in bullets, the law is still out-matched, 
out-numbered, and out-gunned. The criminals, gangs, and cyberpsychos 
carry military-grade hardware. Every shift is a meat grinder and every patrol 
is a roll of life’s dice.

 70.918 Ivory  72.048 Sombre Grey

 70.934 Transparent Red  72.019 Night Blue

 72.140 Heavy Skin Tone  72.068 Smokey Ink

 72.049 Stone Wall Grey  72.051 Black

Contains: 8 x 17 ml / 0.57 fl oz + Monster Fight Club miniature

Contains: 8 x 17 ml / 0.57 fl oz + Monster Fight Club miniature

Exclusive licensed miniature 
from Monster Fight Club: 
“Jonathan ‘Warlock’ Powers”.

Exclusive licensed miniature 
from Monster Fight Club: 
“Sgt. Suou”.
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Series Reference Product description Packaging Barcode

Cyberpunk

72.307 Combat Zone - Nemo 1 8429551723077

72.308 Lawmen - Sgt. Suou 1 8429551723084

72.309 Solo - Jonathan ‘Warlock’ Powers 1 8429551723091

72.310 Trauma Team - Doc Salvage 1 8429551723107

Art. 72.310

Trauma Team by Cyberpunk Red
Exclusive “Doc Salvage” mini
The Trauma Team paint set contains an exclusive miniature of “Doc Salvage” 
and a dedicated step-by-step painting guide by Ángel Giráldez. 

Only the best of the best earn a spot as a fast and furious member of Trauma 
Team. Loaded up with the best gear and weapons money can buy, Trauma Team 
is on-call to pull your bloody carcass out of an ongoing firefight and piece you 
back together. The exorbitant price of a Trauma Team subscription is worth the 
investment in these violent times - the sort of peace of mind only money can buy.

 72.001 Dead White  72.021 Magic Blue

 72.012 Scarlet Red  72.047 Wolf Grey

 72.106 Scarlet Blood  72.144 Heavy Blue Grey

 72.023 Electric Blue  72.051 Black

Contains: 8 x 17 ml / 0.57 fl oz + Monster Fight Club miniature

Exclusive licensed miniature 
from Monster Fight Club: 
“Doc Salvage”.




